
Lab 7d: Rainfall patterns and drainage density
This is the fifth of a four-part handout for class the last two weeks before spring break. 

Due: Lab is due on 6 November at 11:59 pm.  

Task: Calculate drainage density. 

Turn in: Your map(s), work flow (including all the steps run by Python), and letter to Uncle Don. 

This last section of the lab will get the statistics for the watersheds so we can compare them to one 

another.  

1. To get a single data table from all your watersheds (each with mean basin rainfall) and to work

with calculating drainage density, you need the watersheds in a single shapefile. Use the merge

tool to do this.

2. Now we need to calculate drainage density. You can do this for both the streams you created and

the streams you downloaded or just one set of them. You should decide.

a. What is drainage density? Why does anyone care?

b. Now we need to know how big the watersheds are and how long the stream networks are.

We’ll start with the watershed areas. To do this, add a new field to the attribute table for

your watersheds (the merged file) and then right click on the column. Choose “calculate

geometry” and calculate the watershed area. You will have problems if you aren’t in a

projected watershed. Make sure you are working in m
2
.

c. Repeat this for the stream file, making sure to get the length in m for each stream.

d. Unfortunately we need to know what rivers belong to each watershed and right now they

aren’t defined. Using the technique in the hurricane lab to combine all the lines in each

county, do that for the streams in each watershed.
1

e. You now have enough information to calculate drainage density. Create a new column in

your new feature class where there is one entry per watershed. The column should be

called something like DD (for drainage density) and should be type float. Divide the

length of streams by the area of the watershed.

f. What areas have the highest drainage density? Why?

g. Repeat the analysis with the downloaded river lines.  Are the patterns different?

1
 Intersect the streams with the basins then dissolve the streams by basin. 



3. Plot your drainage density for the extracted rivers and downloaded rivers as a function of

precipitation (start with mean annual) in Excel. You should use a scatter plot with no lines

connecting the points. This is two different plots. What patterns do you see?

4. Do you see anything different when you do other statistics about the precipitation?

5. Are there differences when you use drainage density based on blue lines or based on your

extracted river network?

Now prepare your final report and maps. You need to turn in: 

 Letter to Uncle Don

 Maps showing what you learned. You can repeat the analysis with other parameters besides

rainfall if you want.

 Work flow


